
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL FEIERTAG 

"Bei uns ist immer was los!" 

SANKT MARTINSTAG /ST.MARTIN'S DAY 
(der 11. November) 

German word of day: das Laternelaufen 

are often accompanied by a man dressed as St. Martin in his iconic red cloak. This 
procession is then referred to as "der Laternenumzug" or lantern procession. At the 
end of the walk, you will often find a large St. Martin's bonfire and a traditional meal of 
goose, the "Martinsgans" (Martin's goose}, red cabbage and dumplings waiting for 
you. 

But what do paper lanterns have to do with St. Martin? 

As far back as the Middle Ages, to mark the end of the autumn harvest in the 
Alemannic region of western Upper Germany, traditional lanterns were crafted out of 
turnips, called "Rabenlichte'' (literally: turnip lanterns), with a candle flame in the centre 
lighting up the vegetable. Turnips were a staple food at the time and their harvest was 
therefore celebrated in this way. Nowadays the lanterns are no longer made out of 
turnips, instead children opt for coloured cardboard and tracing paper as tools for 
creating their glowing pieces of art. Naturally, for safety reasons, the candle of the 
lantern is now replaced with an LED lighL 

So, the two aren't explicitly linked, but tt seems the harvest season overlapped with St. 
Martin's day, resulting in today's celebrations combining the two. Either way, 
"Laternelaufen" is something children love to take part in, and many German adults 
reminisce over. 

Examples: 

Bevor wir mit dem Laternenlaufen beginnen konnen, miissen wir zuerst unsere 
Laternen basteln. 

Before we go on our lantern walk, we must first make the lanterns. 

Morgen ist Sankt Martinstag, das heif3t, es ist Zeit fur unseren Laternenumzug! 

Tomorrow is St. Martin's Day, which means it is time for our lantern walk! 

Haben Sie die Lieder fur dem Latemenlaufen schon auswendig gelemt? 

Have you memorised the songs for the lantern walk yet? 


